Questions?

Christian Jäger, Senior Legal Counsel
Head of office, EU programmes, contracts and fundamental questions
christian.jaeger@zv.uni-freiburg.de
Phone +49 761 203-8845

Ulrich Eckelt
Institutional Coordinator, consulting students mobility
ulrich.eckelt@zv.uni-freiburg.de
Phone +49 761203-4269

Dr. Georgia Wessels
EU programmes and project management
georgia.wessels@zv.uni-freiburg.de
Phone +49 761 203-6820

Felicitas Höfflin-Trefzer
Mobility - students and staff
felicitas.hoefflin-trefzer@zv.uni-freiburg.de
Phone +49 761 203-4202

Stefanie Rein
EU project assistance
stefanie.rein@zv.uni-freiburg.de
Phone +49 761 203-67472

Jacopo Mariotto
EU databases
jacopo.mariotto@zv.uni-freiburg.de
Phone +49 761 203-67565

Freiburg Research Services (FRS)

EU Office

Research

European Research Council
- Marie Skłodowska-Curie
  Horizon 2020
  Horizon Europe

Future and Emerging Technologies
- Interreg
  Joint Technology Initiatives
  ECSEL
  Bio-based Industries
  Clean Sky
  Innovative Medicines Initiative
  Fuel Cells and Hydrogen

European Institute for Innovation and Technology
- Research Infrastructures
  Strategic Capacity Building

Joint Programming Initiatives
- EUREKA Eurostars
  European Technology Platforms
  Partnerships
  European Metrology Research Programme

European Cooperation in Science and Technology
- ERASMUS+
  Strategic Knowledge Partnerships
  Alliances
  Capacity Building

Education

University of Freiburg
Freiburg Research Services
EU Office
Fahnenbergplatz
79085 Freiburg
Phone +49 761 203-67472
Fax +49 761 203-97562
http://www.uni-freiburg.de/go/eu
Our Services for Your Research

Information on ...
- European funding programmes
- current calls for proposals
- news & facts on the European funding landscape and forthcoming calls for proposals

 Advising and support ...
- on project planning
- during the application process (e.g. budgeting, deadlines, & formalities)
- on preparing contracts
- for ongoing projects
- in the case of audits
- individually and at events on formats like ERC and Marie Skłodowska Curie

Who are We?

We are the university’s central contact point for all questions concerning European Union funding programmes in the areas of research and education. We provide assistance on the preparation of proposals, project implementation, and project completion.

Our Services for Mobility

Information on ...
- opportunities for exchange and funding for students and lecturers
- sponsored further training and continuing education programmes for administrative and technical staff at the university

 Advising and support on ...
- strategic partnerships
- international university partnerships for capacity building in partner countries
- knowledge alliances for cooperation with businesses
- joint master degrees